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Summary Insights: Hybrid Cloud: Making It Work for You 
 
RFG Perspective: Ever since CEOs declared “cloud first” as the enterprise 
directive, cloud development and deployment strategies have consumed enterprise 
growth strategies – and gained executive mindshare.  
 
In the wake of the 2008-2009 financial downturn, business units were looking to convert 
Capex into Opex – and to leverage public cloud services instead of building new data 
centers. The idea of deploying a new cloud service by charging a credit card – with the 
prospect of becoming a more agile organization – was, and is, very appealing. 
 
Now, more than 12 years into commercial cloud migrations: We see that enterprises have 
climbed a steep learning curve since 2009, facing security issues – including ransomware 
and cyberattacks – and difficulties refactoring older applications to modernize them. In this 
wave of cloud migrations, considerations of security, control and data protection are 
prompting new enterprise priorities and policies, often leading to the deployment of private 
clouds as a vital part of the organization’s hybrid cloud strategy. 
	
	
INTRODUCTION	
	
As	part	of	their	digital	transformation,	businesses	want	to	accelerate	their	move	to	
the	cloud	–	but	they	are	finding	that	many	of	the	data-center	practices	they	have	
known	for	20	years,	or	more,	are	hard	to	put	into	practice	in	a	hybrid	cloud	world.		
	
Increasingly,	we	are	seeing	private	clouds	gain	acceptance	as	an	important	way	to	
preserve	security	and	data	protection	in	a	highly	distributed	cloud	world.	We	are	
seeing	it	first	in	regulated	industries,	including	banking/financial	services,	telecoms,	
and	health	care	–	but	we	expect	this	approach,	which	preserves	key	values	of	the	
data	center	–	to	become	more	widely	adopted	for	hybrid	cloud	in	2022.	
	
Current	challenges	for	hybrid	clouds	include	the	following:	concerns	about	data	
security;	damage	to	brand/reputation	and	the	need	to	comply	with	government	
regulations	for	personally	identifiable	information	(PII).	In	a	given	organization,	any	
of	these	forces	has	the	potential	to	become	a	gating	factor	for	migrating	enterprise	
workloads	to	the	hybrid	cloud.	But	they	can	be	successfully	addressed	by	focusing	
on	an	organization’s	preparedness	and	skillsets	for	developing,	testing,	deploying,	
and	maintaining	cloud-first	applications.	
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In	practice,	we	find	that	hybrid	clouds	support	a	mix	of	cloud	types	–	public,	private	
and	those	ready	for	multi-cloud	–	all	of	them	linked	with	customer’s	data-center	
environments,	including	transactional	systems	at	the	core.		
	
The	location	of	the	data	should	be	an	important	factor	that	determines	where	the	
application	is	located.	There	are	three	reasons	for	this:		
	

• Latency,	related	to	geographic	distance	on	a	global	scale,	causes	delays	that	
impact	workload	performance.		The	closer	the	application	is	to	the	data,	the	
lower	the	latency	for	processing	data	requests.		

	
• Many	cloud	providers	charge	fees	for	exporting	data	from	their	cloud,	which	

could	result	in	additional	costs	that	are	many	customers	find	are	
unexpectedly	high.		

	
• Applications	are	easy	to	move	around	when	they	are	modernized	–	especially	

if	they	become	microservices	encapsulated	by	a	software	container	
orchestrated	by	Kubernetes.	This	can	be	accomplished	more	easily	if	
applications	are	not	written	using	functions	that	are	unique	to	a	specific	
cloud	service	provider	(CSP);	in	contrast,	data	gravity	makes	it	expensive	and	
difficult	to	move	large	databases	around	to	new	locations	in	a	network.		

	
Due	to	these	factors,	we	are	increasingly	seeing	private	clouds	gaining	acceptance	as	
a	deployment	strategy	that	preserves	security	and	data	protection	in	a	highly	
distributed,	cloud-centric	world.	
	
Importantly,	policies	and	best	practices	are	playing	a	bigger	role	in	this	new	era	of	
cloud	migrations,	to	ensure	that	new	applications	adhere	to	a	company’s	standards	
for	APIs,	containers	for	applications,	security	software	and	data-management	tools.		
	
To	this	end,	companies	are	using	centers	of	excellence	(CoEs)	and	cloud	governance	
groups.	“It’s	very	simple,”	said	one	IT	executive:	“We	make	sure	that	when	we	make	
a	decision	to	go	to	the	cloud,	it’s	done	across	the	board,	across	the	organization.	
We’re	thinking	about	how	we	can	keep	these	workloads	safe	and	secure.	We	do	it	
for	the	sake	of	the	business.”	
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RFG	100	Panelists	
	
On	Aug.	11,	2021,	Robert	Frances	Group	facilitated	an	RFG	100	videoconference	
entitled:	“Hybrid	Cloud:	Making	It	Work	for	You.”		This	videoconference	
examined	the	evolution	of	hybrid	cloud,	paying	close	attention	to	the	business	
drivers	that	encourage	the	growth	of	private	cloud	deployments	as	an	important	
model	for	ensuring	enterprise-level	data	protection	and	application	security.	
	
Customers	are	seeing	“private	cloud”	gaining	traction	in	the	last	five	years,	as	they	
work	to	upgrade	existing	technology	stacks	to	those	that	work	best	on	the	cloud.	At	
the	same	time,	customers	are	looking	to	ensure	that	the	controls,	privacy,	and	
security	they	knew	in	the	data-center	will	remain	within	the	domain	of	the	
enterprise	–	while	augmented	by	vendor-provided	services.		
	
As	a	result,	application	modernization,	bare	metal	deployments,	application	porting,	
and	application	re-factoring	are	being	intermingled	in	the	era	of	New	Normal	
“hybrid	cloud”	strategies	and	approaches.	
	
The	panelists	for	this	videoconference	were:	
	

• Briana	Frank,	Director	of	Product	Management,	IBM	Cloud	
• Dan	Connolly,	Managing	Director,	Cloud	Practice	Lead,	Ernst	&	Young	
• Tsvi	Gal,	Head	of	Enterprise	Technology	Services,	Memorial	Sloan	Kettering	

Cancer	Center	
	
	
Key	Findings	about	Hybrid	Cloud	
	
Prior	to	the	Aug.	11,	2021,	video	conference,	RFG	100	executives	were	polled	about	
their	biggest	cloud	data	exposure	challenges.		
	
We	found	the	following	results	in	the	polling	data	for	this	group:	
	

• Concerns	about	software,	security,	ransomware	and	cyberattacks	
• Concerns	about	brand	reputation	
• Concerns	about	the	cost	of	large	data	transfers	to,	and	from,	cloud	service	

providers	(CSPs),	which	may	generate	data	ingress	and	egress	charges.	
• Concerns	about	unplanned	downtime	and	service	interruptions	
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The	online	videoconference	turned	up	the	following	findings,	based	on	customer	
experiences	with	hybrid-cloud,	linking	data	centers	with	end-to-end	cloud	services.	
	

• Cloud	deployments	should	be	evaluated	in	terms	of	expected	business	
outcomes;	and	business	goals	should	be	the	drivers.	This	is	linked	to	business	
units	(LoB)	funding	for	cloud	projects	and	acquiring	cloud	services.	
	

• IT	strategy	should	be	connected	to	business	strategy,	which	is	driving	the	
move	to	hybrid	cloud.	Business	executives	want	to	leverage	distributed	
compute	and	data	resources	that	are	running	in	multiple	locations.	
	

• Due	to	the	complexity	of	multiple	cloud	standards,	RFG100	executives	
suggested	the	creation	of	cloud	governance	councils,	comprised	of	business	
executives,	including	those	from	finance,	audit,	and	legal	functions,	to	
evaluate	the	placement	of	applications	and	data	in	the	hybrid	cloud.	
	

• Another	useful	approach	is	creating	a	center	of	excellence	(CoE)	for	
managing	and	overseeing	cloud	development	projects	across	the	company.	
This	would	support	accountability	for	process	and	standards,	becoming	a	
foundation	for	building	and	maintaining	a	catalog	of	services		
	

• Critical	success	factors	for	new	cloud	deployments	include	the	following	
criteria:	business	outcomes,	customer	user	experience,	and	limited	latency	
impact	(reducing	factors	that	would	slow	performance	of	cloud	applications).	

	
	
Key	Takeaways	for	IT	and	Business	Executives	
	
“Cloud	first”	does	not	mean	that	all	things	go	to	the	cloud.	Rather,	customers	should:	
	

• Use	an	omni-cloud	strategy	–	select	the	cloud	on	a	fit-for-purpose	basis	
	

• Avoid	“lift	and	shift”	that	moves	applications	to	the	cloud	without	change.	That	
approach	can	waste	time	and	money,	with	little	benefit.		

	
• Evaluating	 total	 costs	 for	 cloud-readiness.	 Cloud	 deployments	 are	 not	

necessarily	cheaper	than	data-center	deployments;	some	consider	 it	 to	be	a	
last	resort	for	longtime,	legacy	applications;	it’s	generally	preferable	to	use	the	
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cloud	 for	 new	 applications	 and	 workloads	 that	 are	 cloud-native,	 and	 to	
leverage	cloud	software	standards.	

	
• Acknowledge	the	need	for	providing	new	skills	and	training	for	IT	staffers.	

These	skill	sets	are	necessary	for	efficient	and	productive	use	of	a	wide	range	
of	cloud	services.	

	
• Plan	for	the	“pull”	of	data	gravity,	which	is	a	big	issue	for	many	enterprises	–	

most	of	which	have	sizeable	data-sets	built	up	over	time.	The	“density”	or	
“weight”	of	large	data-stores	can	lead	to	issues	affecting	cost,	portability,	
security,	and	compliance	associated	with	large	data-transfers.	
	

• Develop	application	architectures	that	employ	methods	that	do	not	incur	
significant	data	ingress/egress	fees	from	CSPs.	In	many	cases,	companies	are	
adopting	on-premises	private	clouds	as	attractive	options	for	many	
applications	needing	more	security,	more	control,	and	lower	data-transfer	
costs.	
	

• Plan	to	leverage	integrated	software	stacks	to	ease	their	path	to	hybrid-cloud	
use.	These	stacks	can	be	built	by	ISVs,	OEMs,	and	consultants.	Even	so,	
vendors	can	supply	an	integrated	stack	for	the	cloud	(e.g.,	IBM/Red	Hat;	
VMware	software	stacks).	That	way,	customization	can	be	focused	on	the	
upper	levels	of	the	software	stack,	focused	on	look-and-feel	(customer	
experience),	utility,	and	ease	of	use	for	customers/consumers.	

 
	
RFG POV: Organizations are accelerating their migrations of enterprise applications to 
hybrid clouds – spanning corporate data centers, public clouds and private clouds. We 
expect to see a new wave of cloud migrations in 2021-2022, as the economy in the U.S. 
– and around the world – is being re-shaped by the COVID-19 pandemic and by work from 
home (WFH) conditions.  
 
Up to now, concerns about security, data protection and data-transfer fees – along with 
the possibility of cyberattacks and ransomware – have kept many applications on-
premises. To speed cloud adoption, many customers are adding private clouds “inside” 
their data centers, for reasons of security and regulatory compliance.  
 
Business and IT executives must define their requirements for hybrid cloud, and they must 
determine how best to manage their hybrid cloud environment. Because business 
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conditions, governmental regulations, and technology continually change, executives 
should meet periodically to define their cloud priorities and policies – and to determine 
how to best prepare enterprise applications for cloud migration and hybrid clouds as they 
head into 2022. 
	
Additional	relevant	research	and	consulting	services	are	available.	Interested	readers	
should	contact	Client	Services	to	arrange	further	discussion	or	interview	with	Mr.	Cal	
Braunstein,	CEO	and	Executive	Director	of	Research.	Jean	S.	Bozman,	president	of	Cloud	
Architects	llc,	co-authored	this	report.	
–--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------	
	


